Non-Contact Rip Detection
2. The system runs continuously offering
unparalleled protection.
3. All notifications are held centrally and are linked to
the scanning environment in real time.
4. The system has an accuracy of 40cm for initiating
a shut down sequence for longitudinal tearing /
ripping.

System Principle - Device Analysis

Product Overview
The online longitudinal rip protection system can
effectively monitor and provide for instantaneous
notification – stop when a longitudinal Rip occurs. The
system does not rely upon embedded systems to
provide protection and can be utilised for any type of
belt construction. The system comprises of a specific
light source that conforms to the conveyor profile and
monitors against changes. Changes or Rips to the belt
profile will be translated into a reflected algorithm
initiating a stop sequence. The system may be located
at any position along the conveyor length to reflect
particular operating characteristics.

The application status of the conveyor
belt longitudinal RIP detection
technology
•
•
•

The system does not rely upon electro inductive
technologies to instigate a stop sequence.
The system does not require embedded objects to
instigate a stop sequence.
The system does not rely on discharged product to
instigate a stop sequence.

Conveyor Belt Longitudinal-tear
recognition
1. Rips to a conveyor belt that present themselves to
the system are analysed and subsequently
assessed as either being an event or not, at the
moment the event is seen as being a Rip the
system will shut down. This activity is executed
and realised on every occasion.

1. Laser Transmitter
The laser allows for absolute contour mapping of the
belt surface, the integral design of the system
provides for in situ contour analysis for all conveyor
profiles presented.

2. Recognition System
The system utilises high-resolution pixilation
(1024×768) to ensure that the smallest recognisable
pixel of 0.4mm is achieved and monitored within the
40cm wide horizontal vision zone to ensure accuracy
of image capture and detection.
A capture speed of 81 fps are achieved and together
with the 30cm longitudinal vision window ensures
that all conditions for which a conveyor movement
could occur are captured.
The 0.3µs exposure time ensures that the image
through analysis is never compromised and no
distortions to the captured inputs are presented.

3. Intrinsically safe
The intelligent pre-process module conducts the
pre-processing for the image signals; the

Non-Contact Rip Detection
photoelectric module releases and communicates the
pre-processed images; and the intrinsic power
supplies the power for the light source.

4. High-performance computing
The state of the art computing power, on board
electronics coupled with specific acceleration
algorithms ensure the realisation of rips / tears is
achieved within 30ms. This improved and unmatched
notification allows for a timely response reducing
actual damage sustained and further damage
propagation.

Functions

All images are saved and can be reviewed in magnified
detail to better interpret the nature of incidents.

7. Self Cleaning.
Can be set to rotate to remove particulates from the
viewing area thus maximising the visual integrity of
the system.

Technical Specifications
Specifications
System Operating
Voltage

AC 127v/660v

System Operating Current

<1A

Belt Speed

0-32m/s

2. Intelligent recognition

Detection Width

Umlimited

The system is capable of recognising such anomalies
as cover damage, gouging and tearing and will alarm
as required. For those anomalies deemed not
catastrophic the system simply logs for further
analysis or over inspection at a more convenient time
through planned outages.

Algorithm Time Delay

<0.2ms

Communication Mode

Ethernet or Optical Fibre

Protection Rating

10Km

3. Real-time monitoring

Single Frame View

IP57

The system allows for real-time belt monitoring via
monitors conveniently located and may be viewed at
any time.

Frame Resolution Rate

400mm + 300mm

Stopping Distances

1024 x 768

Software Operating
Environment

Windows XP/NT/9x/7/8

1. Unattended Operation
Upon successful commissioning of the installation no
further attendance is required. The system will start
and stop according to the operating conditions set.

4. Controlled shut downs
The system allows for configured real time shut
downs for any anomaly deemed and set as requiring
such.

5. Sound-light alarm
Additional alarm sequences are included to allow the
system to continue operation when anomalies that do
not breach the event levels set for tears / rips are
encountered.

6. Holographic storage
The collected belt data is stored on hard disk at the
control interface using multi-thread and specialised
disk operating mode. This facility ensures that the
conveyor image stream when in playback mode is no
different to those images seen through normal
operation.

In Situ Systems

